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Summary
The NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) com-
putercode is a three-dimensional finite-element chargIng code
designed to analyze spacecraft charging in the magnetosphere.
Because of the characteristics of this problem, NASCAP can
use a quasi-static approach to provide a spacecraft designer
with an understandingof how a specific spacecraft will interact
with a geomagnetic substorm. The results of the simulation
can help designers evaluate the probability and location of arc
discharges of charged surfaces on the spacecraft.
A charging study of NASA's Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite (ACTS) using NASCAP is reported.
The results show that the ACTS metalized multilayer
insulating blanket design should provide good electrostatic
discharge control. For the best current information on the
ACTS design, the probability of electrostatic discharges
occurring in the immediate vicinity of the ACTS antennas is
shown to be minimal.
Introduction
The encounter of geosynchronons spacecraft with geo-
magnetic su_ environments has been widely studied as
a came of spacecr_ anomalies (ref. 1). These anomalies
have been attributed to the coupling of eleclromagnetic
radiation from the trc discharges of charged spacecraft sur-
faces with spacecraft electronics.
Two types of cluu]ging occur, each of which can cause
spacecraft surfaces to discharge. The first, called absolute
charging,ischaracter edby enthespacecr beingcharged
uniformly relative to theenvironment. Photoelectron emission
from spacecraft surfaces and the incident plasma electron flux
are sources of current which most affect the absolute charg-
ing level of a geosynchronons spacecraft. The capacitance
of the spacecraft as a whole with respect to the environment is
small, which allows for rapid changes in the absolute charg-
ing level of the spacecraft as charging conditions change.
The second type of charging, called differential charging,
is characterized by parts of the spacecraft charging to different
potentials relative to each other. The rate of differential
charging is much slower than that of absolute charging
became it is controlled by relatively large capacitances be-
tween dielectric surfaces and the spacecraR structure, and
between different regions of the spacecraft. Differential
charging is caused by such factors as different material prop-
erties, configuration effects (such as shading), and weak
coupling of the surfaces with the spacecraft structure (ref. 2).
Differential charging will induce discharges that are more
severe than absolute charging because of the relatively large
capacitances involved.
As a geosynchronons spacecraft encounters a substorm
environment, it charges in a matter of seconds to an absolute
charging level dependent on the plasma electron flux and
photoemission rates. Differential charging then follows
relatively slowly because of nonhomogeneous charging
conditions. Differential charging continues until either •
discharge occurs or equilibrium is established, which takes
place when the net current to each surface or conductive path
is zero. For equll_rium to be established, the spacecraft
must ultimately charge negative to repel a portion of the
more mobile incoming plasma electrons. The remainder of
the electron flux is balanced by current leaving the surface
through photoemission, secondary electron emission, and
backscattering, and by the incoming positive ion plasma cur-
renL If a discharge occurs before equilibrium is established,
the spacecraft may continually charge and discharge as the
conditions necessary for a discharge are established again
andagain.
On the basis of past experience, a series of documents has
been published jointly by NASA and the USAF which offers
guidelinesmhelpspacecraftdesignersminimizethedifferm-
tialchargingof spacecraft(refs.3 to 6). These documents
show that three-dimensional numerical techniques must be
used m adequately model the charging process. The NASCAP
computer code (ref. 7), which was developed specifically for
this purpose, conducts a numerical simulation of the charging
ofaspacecraft.NASCAPis anengineeringdesigncodewhich
esfimalessurfacevoltagelevelsandassistsinevaluatingthe
probabilityand location of discharges on a particularspacecraft.
Thispaperdescribestheresultsof • NASCAP charging
studyconductedon amodel ofNASA's AdvancedCommu-
nicatiomTechnologySatellite(ACTS). A descri_onofthe
elecuostaticdLsc-hargemechanismsisgivm includingthefield
andpotentialthresholdvaluesthatweremonitoreduringthe
NASCAP simulation. The differential charging behavior of
the model is used to identify conditions and areas on the
satellite where charging may be a concern.
Discharge Mechanisms
Differential charging between spacecraft surfaces and be-
tween surfaces and the underlying mucture can result in an
electrostatic discharge if the generated electric fields exceed
a breakdownthreshold.The conditionsecessaryforadis-
charge to occur are not completely understood. However,
mechanisms have been identified and breakdown criteria has
been established for testing of satellite hardware and for
conducting numerical modeling (ref. 3).
One such mec_ is the existence of intense electric
fields between neighboring exterior surfaces resulting fxom
the surfaces being exposed to different environmental
conditions. Forexample, shaded dielectric areas tendto charge
highly negative because of the lack of photoemission to
balance the incoming plasma electron current. As a result,
differential potentials develop between shaded dielectric
regionsand nearbysunlitareason a spacecraft,andmay
result in a discharge between the two regions. A discharge
between neigh_g surfaces, termed "_ver"-(re_. 8),
morepositivesurfaces.Forsimulation fi  Kqs med
that a differential of at least 5000 V gross a geomeU'ic
discon uity is needed.... to triggersucha discharge.
Shaded areas of dielectric material ate also poumtial sites
s) or. erof
from surfacetotheended g cond .ve andto
space. The su'ucmre's potential is commilod by the
of metallic surfaces elsewhere on the spacecraft and is usually
positive with respect to a shadeddielectric surface. If a
differential potential develops that exceeds the dielectric
breakdown of the surface material, a discharge results. For
simulation proposes, if the electric field across the thickness
of asurfacematerialexceeds 2x 105 V/cm, a punch-throngh
discharge is possible.
The charging behavior of typical solar arrays on geosyn-
chtono_ spacecraft is known, under certain conditions, to
form a positive or "invert" (ref. 8) differential between the
dielectriccover-glass and the metal interconnects. The solar
array cover-glass has a relatively high secondary emission
coefficient, and it characteristically charges less negative
than the interconnect. On thebasisof ground tests, inverted
differentials as low as 200 to 250 V (ref. 9) may cause a
discharge known as "blowoff" (ref. 8).
The existence of strong electric fields caused by
discontinuities in the spacecraft design or the existmceof
high levels of surface charging can trigger a discharge known
as "dischaxgem space" (ref. 8). As the name implies, charge
is releasedtospaceas the "capacitor" of the spacecraft, with
respect to the e_vironment, discharges. This type of discharge
is typically small and is considered minor.
The discharge mechanisms explained are considered to be
surface phenomena caused by the interaction of spacecraft
surfaces with the low-energy (0 to 20 keV) plasma constitu-
ents. Probable sites for these types of discharges can be
ident/fied by numerical modeling using NASCAP.
Simulation Procedure
NASCAP Description
NASCAP is a three-dimensional dynamic charging code
designed to analyze spacecraft charging in the magnetosphere.
NASCAP considers the importantcharging currents and
geometric elecU'ic field effects to model the buildup of charge
and electric fields on and around a spacecraft. A NASCAP
model of a spacecraft is formed by combining variousgeo-
metric shapes in a limited-size, three-dimensional grid.
Surface voltage levels attained by the model and provided as
standard output from NASCAP assist in evaluating the
probability and location of discharges on the spacecraft. A
complete description of NASCAP, its basic use, internal
workings, and applications can be found in the literature
(refs. 7, 8, and 1o).
ACTS Descriptim
ACTS is a three-_s, stabilized, geosTnchnmom commu-
nicationssatel!i'te approximately 14-m long _ _ to
south, and 9-m wide (fig. 1) (information provided by the
ACTS Project Office, NASA Lewis _ Center, Cleve-
land, Ohio, 1991). The antenna farm includes a 2.2-m,
30--GHz receiving antemm reflec_ m the east of thesateili_
body and a 3.3-m, 20-GHz transmitting antenna reflector to
the west. Both ate inclined at approximately 25° with respect
to an east-west axis. Figure 2 shows the shading by the 33-
and 2.2-m antennas thatwould result at local times 1800 and
0600, respectively, during the autumnseason. A l-m steerable
antenna is positioned just to the south of the rectangular
satellite body. A four-panel solar an-ay system has an area of
2
12.5m2,andwill provide1770Wofpower at hunch. Dual
subrefiectors are located above the body, beneath which are
beam-forming network modules. Optical solar reflectors
(OSR) cover the north and south faces of the body adjacent
to the solar arrays.
Many components of ACTS are covered by a metalized"
thenmlblanketocontroldiff_ charging.Tbeexceptims
are the areas of OSR, the solar arrays, and the front sm'faces
of the subreflectors and antennas. The OSR's are uncoated
silicaglassbondedwithconductingadhesive.The frontarea
of the solar army consists of approximately 90-percentfused
silica cover-glass, and 10-percmt silver interconnect. The
solar arraysubstrate is uncoated Kapton. The front surfaces of
the antennas and subreflectors are coated with a layer of
semiconductingpaint.
NASCAP Models
For NASCAP to simulate the charging behavior of a
spacecraft, the programmer must provide inputs directly re-
lated to the buildup of charge and electric fields on and
around the spacecraft. This includes a geometric description,
including surface material properties, and the environmental
parameters.
The NASCAP geometric model of the ACTS was made to
resemble the actual design of the satellite to within the
restrictions of the program. These restrictions stem mainly
from a limited size three-dimensional computation grid. The
grid size was chosen to approximate the overall dimensions
of the satellite and not the detail of each individual component
(see fig. 3). NASCAP has an internal set of standard material
properties for commonly used spacecraft materials. Because
only the material names were provided with the ACTS
description, the NASCAP default properties were used
including material thicknesses. The metalized coating of the
thermal blankets on ACTS is assumed to be indium - tin
oxide (ITO) which is a conductive coating with a high
secondary-electron yield typically used for this purpose.
Geosynchronous spacecraft encounter substorm
environments typically between local times 1800 and 0600
when the spacecraft travels deep within the Earth's
magnetotail. For space applications, the NASCAP
progrannner is able to specify the energy distribution function
and angular dislrihutiou of the ambient plasma. It is assumed
initially that the mvtmunamt is clmacterized by a noncharging
plasma. At time equal zero, the model encounters a "severe"
single Maxwellian subetorm characterized by 12-keV
electrons with a density of 1.12 cm "3and 29.5-KeV protons
with a density of 0.236 cm'3, and it begins charging. A satelHte
can expect to encounter a subslonn with these characteristics
about lO-percmt of the lime it is in orbit (reL 3).
Tbe results of threecharging simulations arepresente&
two for an autumn 2400 local time model configuration, and
the other for an autumn 1800 local time configuration. The
configuration of the ACTS model for the autmnn 2400 simu-
lations was previously shown by figure 3. The simulations
include an eclipse-sun transition in order to investigate transi-
tion and sun-shade, induced effects. Charging was simulated
for 50 rain in eclipse followed by another 50 min in sunlight,
with the sunlightincideat normal to the antenna's and solar
array's front surfaces. For the f'h'Stautumn 2400 simulation,
a conducting paint surface coating, cpaint, is specified for the
front surfaces of the antennas. This specification asmm_ tlmt
the semiconducting paint layer on the ACTS antennas has a
bulk resistivity less than 10I1 _-cm (ref. 3). The results of
this simulation are briefly compared with other "typical"
NASCAP three-axis, stabilized communications satellite
model charging responses found in the literature to evaluate
chargingas a functionofdesign.
For the second autumn 2400 simulation, the front surfaces
of the antennas are specified to be dielectric. This specifi-
cation assumes that the semiconducting paint layer on the
ACTS antennas has a surface resistivity of approximately
1016 _. Comparison between this and the first simulation
will set a bound on possible charging responses as a function
of surface properties of the antennas for an autumn 2400
local time configuration.
The configuration of the ACTS model for the autumn 1800
local time simulation is shown by figure 4. Sun is incident
from the west side of the satellite casting the shadow of the
3.3-m antenna across the satellite body shading its own front
surface and the 2.2-m antenna. For this simulation, the front
surfaces of the antennas are specified to be dielectric. The
results of this simulation willbeusedto determine the induced
effects of shading by the inclined antennas.
Because of shading and three-dimeusional field effects, a
dielectric region willdevelop a potential distribution across
its surface. For those regions depicted on the graphs to
follow, the surface cellwiththe greatest potential difference
relative to the structure is used as a worst-case representative
of the region.
Simulation Results
Conducting Antennas Simulation
for Autumn at Local Time 2400
Figure 5 shows the predicted charging response of the
structure and the dielectric regions as a function of time.
Within 10 sec after the encounter with the substorm, the
plasma electrons charge the satellite as a whole to anabsolute
charging level of- 19.7 kV with respect to theplasma potential
Differential charging then develops in eclipse because of
differences in material properties - primarily thickness,
secondety emission, and conductivity. Figure 6 shows the
potentialdifferences as a function of time between the dielectric
regions and the su'ucture. Positive values denote dielectric
regions having a positive potential with respecttothestruclm'e.
The solar amy's cover-glass charges positive with respect
to the su-ucture because of its high secondary electron yield,
forminganinvertedpotentialgreaterthan250V.Thecover-
glassregionschargeuniformly,providingfor anequal
probabilityof blowoffdischargesat all cover-glass-
interconnectinterfaces on the arrays. All otherpotential
differences between different dielectric regions and between
dielectric regions and the structure result in electric fields
below the specified discharge threshold during eclipse.
At approximately 50 rain into the simulation, the transition
into sunlight takes place, causing a rapid decrease in the
absolute charging level of the entire satellite because of
photnemission. The potential diffmmces developed in eclipse
relative to the structure remain pmctictlly unchanged during
the initial encounter with sunlight. This is because the larger
capacitances involved with diffe,'ential charging take longer
to respond to changes in charging conditions.
Differential charging again develops rather slowly, con-
trolled by shading and three.dimensional field effects. The
shaded Kapton subst_te charges highly negative because of
the lack of photoemission. The accumulated negative charge
dominates the electrostatic field, forming a "potential barrier"
(ref. 11), or "saddle-point" (ref. 7) in front of the more posi-
tive solar arrays capable of suppressing a portion of the low-
energy photoelecmm and secondary electron emission from
the cover-glass (see fig. 7). As a result, the cover-giass
charges negatively as well. The potential barrier does not
extend evenly over the cover-glass. This causes a potential
distribution to form acro_ the front of the solar army. As a
result, the inverted potential is greatest farthest from the main
satellite body at the edges of the solar array panels. There-
fore, blowoff discharges are more likely to occur at interfaces
in this region during the initial 100 sec. after the encounter
with the sunlight.
The fields generated by the shaded Kapton also affect the
charging behavior of the rest of the satellite. The OSR's are
adjacent to the solar arrays and lack photoemission. They
immediately start to charge negatively along with the shaded
Kapton. The stracture also charges, but photoem_'on from
the metallic main body and antennas preveat it from becom-
tug very negative. In fact, there is enough photcemission
from these areas to cause the inverted potential on the solar
arrays to disappear only 110 sec after the encounter with
sunlight
Photoemisslon prevents the structure potential from
becoming very negative, but this in turn creates large
differentials between shaded dielectric regions and the
structm_. A punch-through discharge is possible betwee_ the
OSR and the su_mre, which have a l_ntlal difference of
3.2 kV and an electric field of 2.5x10 ° V/cm. The potential
differe_e between the array subscates and the mectme is
9.5 kV. The _ are therefore pam_ble punch-da'ongh
discharge sites, having an electric field of 7.5 x 105 Vlcm. The
9.5-kV potential difference between the substrates and the
conductive solar army booms exceeds the 5-kV flashover
threshold and may, therefore, result in a discharge between
the two areas.
The baseline charging response of the ACTS is similar to
past NASCAP simulations of'typical* geosynchronons com-
munications satellite models (refs. 12 and 13). The main
difference is the behavior of the inverted potential on the solar
arrays. The s/mulations mentioned modeleda mostly dlelecwic
main satellitebody.As a result, the inverted potential remains
because of three-dimensional barrier effects, usually for the
entire encotmter with the substorm. The metalized thermal
blanket design of ACTS causes the inverted potential to dis-
appear becatw¢ of photoemlssion from the blanket regiees.
Larger differentials between the structure and shaded dielec-
trics develop as a result, but punch-through and flashover
discharges are thought to have much higher thresholds.
Dielectric Antennas Simulation for
Autumn at Local Time 2400
Figure 8 shows the predicted charging response of the
structure and the dielectric regions as a function of time. In
eclipse, the Kapton antennas chargeidentically to the solar
array substrate, but they have no noticeable effect on the
charging behavior of the model. The solar array's cover-glass
charges positive relative to the structure, forming an inverted
potential of 500 V (fig. 9). Blowoff discharges are equally
likely to occur at all interfaces on the array. Other differential
charging results in electric fields below the discharge criteria.
The transition into sunlight rapidly decreases the absolute
charging level of the model. The differentials developed in
eclipse remain unchanged fcr the first 10 sec after thetnmsition.
The chargingof the shaded Kaptonsubstratecauses a potential
distribution to form across the solar array's cover-giam, with
the greatest likelihood of biowoffdischarges occturing farthest
from the satellite main body at the edges of the panels.
Enough metallic area is still available to provide sufficient
photoelectric current to cause the inverted potential on the
solar arrays to disappear at 60 sec into the sunlightsimulation.
Photoemission also holds the overall potential of the
antenna's front surfaces positive with respect to the sWacture
(fig. 10). In order to compensate for the increased electron
cmrent to the antennas, the structure charges slightly more
negative (1.9 kV more) than in the previous simulation in
order for equilibrium to be established. Other than the
increased negative structure potential, the charging of the
antennas is found to have little effect on the overall charging
behavior of the modeL
The solararmy's substrateagainacquiresthegreatestpmb-
ability for punch-through discharges with an electric field of
6.8x 105 V/cm. The potential difference between the OSR'a
and the structure result in an electric field of 2.2x 105 Vlcm,
making those regions possible discharge sites as well.
Fla._d_overdischarges may also be triggered by the 8.6-kV
difference between the solar array substnte and the sunlit
_-Z r
conductive solar array booms. All other potential differences
result in electric fields below specified discharge fluesholds.
Dielectric Antennm Simulatloa for
Autumn at Local Time 1800
Figure l I shows the NASCAP predicted charging response
as a function of time. Figure 12 shows the predicted potential
differmc_ between dielectric regions and the structure.
Initially, photoemission prevents any serious absolute
charging from occurring. Differential charging then develops
because of shading and three-dimensioml field effects as in
the previous simulation. The shaded I_i_on antenna su_a_s
charge highly negative, as does the solar array substrate.
fields generated by the antennas _ a portion of the low-
energy electron emission from nearby metallic surfaces, caus-
ing the su_cun'e to charge mote negative than in the previous
simulations, to -7.4 kV.
Because of the fields generated by the antennas and the
solar array substrate, the level of low-energy electron emission
from metallic regions is now insufficient to cause the inverted
potential on the solar arrays to completely disappear. An
inverted potential of 400 V remains at the end of the simulation
for portions of the solar array farthest from the satellite body.
The potential difference between the army subsu'ateand the
stracOJre,as well as those between the antenna's front surfaces
and the structure, is 6.0 kV. The subswate and the antennas
are therefore possible punch-through discharge sites, having
an electric field of 4.8× 105 V/cm acmes their thicknesses.
Differentials between the antennas and the adjacent metallic
areas likewise reach 6.0 kV, a charging level beyond the
fiashover discharge threshold. Other potential differences
result in electric fields below discharge criteria.
ACTS Charging Study Results
Electromagnetic radiation from discharges in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the antennas can interfere with communica-
tiom at frequencies tess than 1 OHz (re£ 3). For the ACTS
geometric and environmental models used, the worst-case
behavior was found to occur when the antennas were speci-
fied as having Kapton dielectric front surfaces and were
eclipsed as in the autumn 1800 simulation. NASCAP pre-
dicted that both punch-through discharges between the
antenna's front surfaces and the slrncture, and flashover dis-
charges between the antemms and adjacent metallic compo-
nents, are possible under these clrcmnstsnc_ By ensuring
fl_ t= semi-conducdve cosfl_ on fl_ an_ma's front surfaces
has a high surface conductivity and is properly grounded to
the strucutre, one can m_imi_ the poss_ility of discharges
occurring in the immediate vicinity of the antennas. On the
basis of the best current information, the semiconducting
paint layer should behave more fike a conductor than a di-
electric.
As a comparison between the simulations shows, the
probability of discharges occurring on the OSR is greater for
completely conductive antennas. This is a result of the
lowering of the structure potential (i.e., lowering of the
potential difference between the OSR and the structure)
for the autumn 1800 simulation caused by a field suppression
of low-energy electron emission from metallic surface_
Depending on the operating frequency range of the steer-
able antenna, discharges in this regionfor the case of com-
pletelyconductive antennas may or may not interferewith
communications.
From thestandpointofcontrollingblowoffdischarges,the
designoftheACTS metalizedthermalblanketscancausethe
inverted potential on the solar array to disappear in sunlight ff
the blankets remain well connected to the structure and the
antmna's front surfaces have sufficient surface conductivity.
For those times during the simulations when an inverted po-
tential did develop (i.e., during eclipse and the imtal encoun-
terwith sunlight), the greaterprobability for blowoff discharges
existed farthest from the satellite body at the outer edges of
the solar arrays.
Note, that for the second simulation in which the inclined
antennae front surfaces were specified as Kapton, the
subreflector's front surfaces (i.e., normal toward the satellite)
were specified as nonconducting paint (npaint). The
NASCAP material npaint is, by default, a thin, high secondary
electron yield, nonconductive coating which typically does
not charge to high negative potentials even in eclipse, Had
Kapton been specified instead, the lack of photoemlssion
would have caused them to charge more negative, forming a
potential barrier in front of the hack (i.e., Earth normal) of
the subrefiectors. This would have driven the potential of
the metallic back, and, in turn, made the structure more
negative. As a result, the inverted potential would have
remained for the entire simulation, increasing the probability
of blowoff discharges on the solar arrays. Therefore, the
behavior of the inverted potential on the solar array as stated
in the previous paragi_h is true if it is assumed that there
are no shaded dielectric regions immediately adjacent to a
metalized area (e.g., dielectric subreflectors).
The greatest levels of differential charging were found to
occur betwee_ shaded dielectric regionsand theslrncture.
Theselevelscouldbereducedby applying acondnctivecoat-
ing tothesolararraysubstrateand ensuring the condective
properties of the semiconductive paint layer on the antennas.
Sufficient grounding, shielding,and filtering techniques
should be utilized to reduce the susceptibility of
electronics to the current u'ansients produced by discharges.
Conclusions
The charging behavior of the ACTS communications sat-
ellite was simulated by using the NASCAP computer code.
A severe substonn environment was imposed on an autumn
satellite configuration at local times 2400 and 1800. Then
the levels of charging were monitored to identify areas on the
ACTS where differential charging may result in an eleclro-
static discharge.
In the development of the NASCAP geometric and envi-
ronmental models, emphasis was placed in determining the
charging behavior of the ACTS inclined antennas. The
resul_ show that the possibility of a discharge occurring in
the immediate vicinity of the antennas is minimal when the
semiconductlng paint layer on the antennt's front surface
has sufficient surface conductivity.
The metalia_ muifilayer insulating blanket design o_ the
ACTS was shown to provide good electrostatic discharge
control. Low-energy electron emission from the metalized
blanket provides a mechanism of keeping the solar array
cover-glass negative with respect to the interconnects
while it is in sunlight. Discharges on the solar arrays, which
have relatively low voltage thresholds, are therefore less
likely to occur.
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